
March 24, 2024 
Mark Harris 

Palm Sunday 
Matthew 21:1-11 

 

A Dramatic Entry into Jerusalem 
 
Why is the response to Jesus’ entry so mixed?  

(Some are enthusiastic, others are troubled). 
 
One possible interpretation: 
 
Who is this Jesus?! Mixed messages: on the one hand Jesus 
seems determined to make it clear he is the Messiah.  
 
On the other he seems to be totally challenging or subverting 
the expectations of the crowds in terms of who the Messiah 
should be! 

 
 Is this a triumphal entry? Is it a humble entry? 
 
(Jesus is the) crucified Messiah, the modest King, the lowly Lord, the human 
God.... (here)  we have Jesus as he wants to be seen: as Emmanuel, as 
the true God with us in a truly human way, at our level: God on a donkey.  

Dale Bruner 

 
What Does it Mean to Follow the Humble King? 

 
Upward Mobility and Downward Mobility 

 
    Practicing humility in our homes 

 
        Letting Jesus Define What Triumph Means 

 
Are we willing to allow Jesus to be the King/Messiah in our lives, 
one who comes sometimes not in power but in gentleness? 
 
They wanted a Messiah, but this one was going to be enthroned on a pagan 
cross... (he) was going to rescue them (not from the surface evil of Roman 
oppression) but from evil at its full depths.  

NT Wright 

Special Events this Week 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Upcoming Events 
 

     
 
 

      
 
 

 

https://gracechapelhalifax.elvanto.eu/event/ffa1a8ed-c899-4fb2-99d5-f0c11ce80428
https://gracechapelhalifax.elvanto.eu/event/994e4f1d-17d1-4a91-86e2-88bf3f138853
https://gracechapelhalifax.elvanto.eu/event/64c7adf0-40df-424d-a2ef-ba079948d269
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